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Content creators can game the engagement metric, which affects the 
supply-side landscape of content.  



Main question

How do gaming tricks affect the supply-side landscape and the 
downstream performance of the recommender system? 
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Overview of our game-theoretic model
We study a game between content creators where:

• Content creators compete for recommendations.  

• The recommendation policy (optimizing engagement) influences creator payoffs. 

• Content creators can employ gaming tricks as well as quality investment.

We solve for the equilibria of this game (which captures the supply-side landscape). 
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Summary of our findings
We analyze the downstream performance of optimizing engagement. 

Finding 1: Gaming tricks and quality investment are positively correlated 
in the content landscape.

Finding 2: Making the engagement metric costlier to game can reduce 
content quality.

Finding 3: Optimizing engagement can lead to lower user welfare than 
random recommendations. 



Conclusion

In recommender systems, the supply-side landscape of content is shaped by content 
creators who strategically respond to the recommendation policy. 

Our focus: engagement-based recommendations which reward gaming tricks (e.g., 
clickbait) and quality investment

High-level finding: Content creator incentives disrupt the supply-side landscape and 
influence downstream content quality and user welfare.

Broader takeaway: Need to factor in endogeneity of the content landscape when 
evaluating a recommender system 


